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HEAVY ATTACK ON MUNICH

Well over 5OO tons of high, explosive end incendiaries were dropped on Munich

last night.

This load was carried by four-engined "bombers over a greater distance than from

"base to Berlin. To reach Munich most of our "bombers had to fly more than 700 miles.

Munich, the headquarters of the Nazi party, is important as a centre of railways
and railway workshops and is a town of great engineering and armament factories.

Submarine engines, aero engines, tanks, armoured cars, hand grenades, and motor tyres

are all made there.

A pilot who arrived midway through the "bombing said that the whole centre of the

main target area was then obscured by smoke, "He could only distinguish actual

buildings round the fringe,” he said, "There were great masses of fire gloving through
the smoke in the centre, and other fires were scattered round this main concentration,"

About a quarter of an hour after the raid had begun a great Jet of flame with

a huge explosion, rose to over 1,000 feet.

"It mushroomed out," a Halifax pilot said,
* and lit up all the ground and sky

like a glowing sunset. It made as much difference as someone switching on a light
in a room,"

This was seen by almost every crew, A Lancaster pilot reported that he saw the

great Jet of flame going up 1,000 feet from what seemed to be a large round tank

near one of the marshalling yards.

"It looked like oil or petrol tanks going up," another pilot said. "There was

a great display of searchlights round the town but they were not all so well supported

by flak as in the past. Most of the serious opposition came from fighters,"

More fighters than ever seem to be based in southern Germany for the defence of

vital industrial areas now coming under heavy attack from our bombers. Lust night

there were many sightings and encounters in which a Ju,88 and a Me,109 were shot down.

The Ju,88 was destroyed by a Stirling Just south of Munich. It came in from

the port quarter and both the mid-tipper and the rear-gunner simultaneously fired

back, within a second or two, the Ju, exploded in the 'air.

The Me,109 was shot down by the rear-gunner of a Halifax, He first saw it

shadowing them. Then it came into attack. It made two attempts to shoot the

Halifax down, but in the second exchange of fire, our rear-gunner put in such an

accurate burst that the fighter burst into flames and dived headlong to the ground.


